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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Understand the basics of Collaboration for Revit
Understand the difference between a central file and a published file
Learn how to use “Live Review”
Get a feel for the LMV (Large Model Viewer) and 3D compare

Description
Work sharing is commonly known by Revit users and is critical when it comes to collaborative
design. Obviously, with collaboration comes communication. The more dispersed teams are, the
more important efficient communication becomes. In this session, we'll discuss how the next-gen
Revit worksharing can help teams to understand design changes, no matter where team members
are. We'll not only look at how designers update their team members about changes, but also
how these changes are communicated to external stakeholders in a controlled way and how we
can visualize these design changes in 3D. Finally, we'll explain how you can collect feedback from
non-Revit users, and how you can create deliverables using Dynamo software. The core of this
process is BIM 360 software, which we'll also briefly discuss.

Speaker(s)
After obtaining his master's degree in engineering, Ives Veelaert was a data management
consultant within the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) space for several years.
He has helped set up the data management structure for many companies, including for the
renovation of the European Community building in Brussels. He joined Autodesk, Inc., 10 years
ago and is now helping AEC customers understand the Autodesk EDM (engineering data
management) offering.
@veelaei
www.linkedin.com/in/ivesveelaert
Ives.veelaert@autodesk.com
www.autodesk.typepad.com/bimtoolbox/
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Introduction
Worksharing is commonly known by revit users and is a vital part when it comes to collaborative
design. This means users can work on the same design from different workstations.

Initially, every user has a ‘local copy’ of the same file, all of which communicate with a central file.
To make sure no-one is editing the same element, objects can be allocated to users, either as
individual assignments or through grouping, which in the revit context is called ‘a workset’.
Think of these worksets as revit’s equivalent to ‘layers’ in AutoCAD. worksets can be set to hidden
or visible in a view, but they can also be allocated to a user, so that the workset is locked to this
person. No two individuals can lock the same object/workset. This is monitored through the central
file, which not only stores all objects, but also manages the element permissions.
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To activate worksets, the following workflow is used:

Create an empty file
This is standard functionality: simply select a template and create a new file.

activate worksets

The file that is now open, is the initial ‘central file’, which already holds a couple of pre-defined
worksets (a workset for each family, for each defined view, for all project standards and two ‘user
defined’ worksets: ‘Shared Levels and Grids’ and ‘Workset1’).
Only the user defined worksets can be manipulated.
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Add and modify worksets as required by the project

Save the central file
Depending on which sharing workflow we want to implement (see below), we save the central file
to the shared location.
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Create local copy
Once the central file has been created, every user, participating in the workflow, then opens the
central file from its location. This will immediately create a local copy, stored in the location,
defined in the revit ‘Options’ dialog box.
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Claim worksets/objects
Users can then claim worksets by going into the ‘Worksets’ dialog box in their individual revit
environment:

Multiple worksets can be claimed by one user, but no workset can be claimed simultaneously by
two users: as worksets and objects are being claimed, this information is transferred immediately
to the central file.
Similar to the concept of layers in AutoCAD, objects are defined on the active workset:
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The team is now ready to start designing in this collaborative environment!
In order to leverage the information brought together by the different users, it is essential that we
have a mechanism to upload the individual user’s changes, but also to download all changes from
everybody else to an individual’s workstation (as our local file doesn’t update automatically as
changes occur in this revit network).
In order to do this, two commands have been implemented:
‘Synchronize with Central’: uploads all our changes to the central
file.
‘Reload Latest’: downloads all changes we don’t own and that have
been applied to the central file (through ‘Synchronize with Central’
initiated by the other users) to our local copy.
One thing to note: when initiating ‘Synchronize with Central’, a ‘Reload Latest’ will automatically
occur before actually committing our own changes to the central file.
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The last thing to clarify is the location of the central file. Within Revit currently three similar
workflows are supported where the only difference is the central storage location:
-Central file: this is the original implementation of worksharing, where the central file is located on
a network drive within the LAN.
-Revit Server: in this configuration, a revit server network (RSN) is installed and implemented,
which allows for geometry caching across a WAN where customers have multiple location.
-Collaboration for Revit (C4R): this is the latest development of collaborative workflows, in which
the central file is stored on the cloud (in a project on a BIM 360 Team Hub).
We can choose which location we want to specify, after activating worksets (using the
‘Collaborate’ button, see above). The next dialog box asks us to ‘collaborate within your network’
(LAN or RSN) or to ‘collaborate using the cloud’ (C4R):

The biggest advantage of applying the same workflows across these three configurations, is that
Revit users who are accustomed to worksharing, can immediately leverage the new functionality
of C4R without going through extensive training: they will still be using their worksets, they will
still communicate using ‘Synchronize with Central’ and ‘Reload Latest’.
In fact, previously defined workshared files (through a central file or Revit Server) can simply be
opened up and stored on C4R, reaping the benefits of extending their communication to the wider
stakeholder audience (see below).
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We should also mention, as previously stated, the timing when the initial central file is created:
-In the first two implementations (LAN central file and RSN), this is a manual process in which we
specify the location after the initial file is in workshare mode (when we’re able to define worksets).
-In the case of C4R this is an automatic process: the file becomes workset enabled, gets stored
on C4R in the location specified by the user, after which he automatically receives a local file. The
user can then start defining worksets in his local copy and by activating “Synchronize with Central’
these workset changes are committed to the already defined central file in the BIM 360 Team
project.

Access the project data
So why choose C4R over the other setups?
AEC projects become more and more complex (less available domestic space available globally,
higher skyscrapers, more and more infrastructure needed). Therefore, it is clear that
communication within these projects is key. This starts by allowing multiple designers from
different disciplines and different companies to collaborate in near real-time, but also extending
the approved parts of the design to be reviewed by stakeholders downstream in the delivery
process (construction companies, building owners, etc.).
-Using traditional workflows with on-premise solutions, this can be very challenging as the network
needs to be setup so that external parties can access this information (and only this information).
In general, IT divisions are not keen on opening up firewalls, setting up ports that allow information
to go through, etc.
-Besides the practical challenges of configuring the network, within this group of
collaborators/companies, who would be willing to manage all this information from all these
different companies?
-Another complexity when using on-premise solutions, is that the combination of collaborators
changes from one project to the other, so aside from the practical and legal aspects, managing
different projects would be a task in its own right.
To cut a long story short, having configurations that change from project to project, allowing
different users into specific projects in a secure way, means cloud solutions are the logical choice
to consider.
As C4R is revit cloud-based worksharing, we can apply the same workflows as before (see
above), without the need to go through an elaborate process of configuring firewalls and ports,
define VPN tunnels between locations, etc.
Using C4R means assigning the entitlements to the different users, setting up the cloud-based
project (see below) and they’re good to go.
One other major difference with the on-premise solutions, is that the cloud storage environment
(BIM 360 Team) comes with some additional benefits, all based on the capability of viewing
information directly in the cloud.
Because BIM 360 Team is a project-based collaborative platform, it comes with a viewer (the
“Large Model Viewer’ or LMV) that can be used to visualize online a wide range of fileformats
(and not only Autodesk fileformats).
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In other words: C4R is the design entry point to a cloud-based collaborative workflow, in which
we can extend our workflows to non-designers. All that is needed for those down-stream users,
is access to a BIM 360 Team project. They can then provide feedback without the need for
Revit/DWG TrueView, Design Review or even Acrobat Reader: Data can simply be viewed and
marked-up online (through a web-interface or even a mobile device), so that the designers can
consume the information and update their design, resulting in faster and more efficient designcycles.

Enhance communication
Communication between stakeholders becomes more challenging as the group grows in
numbers.and becomes more and more geographically dispersed:
In the case of LAN based worksharing, chances are the designers sit in the same office and even
in the same room.
When using Revit Server, they will all still be working for the same company, but maybe located
on different sites.
By allowing different companies to connect using C4R, it doesn’t matter anymore where all
stakeholders are located. So, it’s probably safe to assume that some (most?) of the designers
haven’t even met.
To provide a means of exchanging information, C4R comes with a tool called ‘Communicator’.
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Not only is this is a text based exchange tool for the different designers to communicate with one
another, it is also directly integrated into the worksharing workflow of C4R, meaning that designers
get notified when changes occur in the models.
This is indicated in the dialog box by the ‘sync’ icon, which becomes animated when sync’ing
occurs.

Also, this can be traced in the audit trail, as Communicator tracks all actions and communications.
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Furthermore, Communicator has been built to facilitate interaction between the designers. Without
going into detail, here is some of the functionality provided by Communicator:
-communicate screenshots
-send text to any project or any individual users
-send an email to any project’s members
-search for users
-view users’ status (available, busy)
-view model’s sync activity
-view project’s sync activity (all models)
Lastly, when it comes to placing requests to relinquish objects and worksets, this is passed on
through the Cloud Interface as well, so that object owners get immediate notification.

BIM 360 Team Setup
We’ve already explained the concept of Revit Worksharing, where C4R is the latest development,
using the cloud as the exchange interface.
So the first thing to do, before using Revit and C4R, is to make sure we have a location in the
cloud where we can store this information.
This is done through the setup of a project within a BIM 360 Team environment.
Essentially, the steps are:
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Create a project:
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Define the Project Type

This defines who can view the project without actually being invited into it.
We differentiate between Team Members and Project Contributors:
-Team Members are usually part of the company that manages the BIM 360 Team Hub.
Essentially the Project Type only applies to BIM 360 Team Members of the Hub to which
this new project belongs.
-Project Contributors can only view the projects to which they are invited. Usually these
are external users. So, by not allowing Project Contributors, we are keeping the project
internal to the company, no matter what the type of the project is (Open, Closed or Secret).
Choosing between the different project types defines how easy it is to join a project:
-Open: All team members can view this project in the list and can choose to join it. Open
projects are, by definition, internal only. Project Contributors have been de-activated.
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-Closed: All team members can view this project in the list, but when joining, they
have to be approved.
-Secret: These projects are invisible. Collaborators on such a project need to be
invited.

Add users to the project

On a project level, BIM 360 Team comes with 3 roles:
-Viewer: can consult the information within a project and comment on it.
-Editor: Viewer rights + start a Live Review, modify data, invite users and share a link to
a document.
-Project Admin: Editor rights + review and allow/deny invited users, define users’ access
level and define the project settings.
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As Revit designers are updating information (locally, but also on the central file), they need to be
at least an editor within the project.
Depending on the role of consultants that give feedback on the design (not designers
themselves), their assigned role may vary, but usually these personas will be ‘Viewer’ within the
project.
As a last note on BIM 360 Team, cloud based projects are indeed the single source of truth for all
files and communication to the design of a project, which means BIM 360 Team is much more
than just the storage location of revit workshared files. Here’s a brief overview of the major benefits
of using BIM 360 Team:
-Flexible folder structure according to project standards
-LMV, capable of viewing more than just revit files
-History (versioning) on any managed file
-Activity log
-Wiki pages to setup standards, etc.
-Discussions to participate in communication on specific topics
-3D Compare
-Live Review between multiple stakeholders
-Project Calendar
-Mobile apps to consult information remotely
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C4R Initialization
As we now have a BIM 360 Team Project, we can setup a revit file to be hosted in the cloud.
We’ve already mentioned the process to create a workshared file. Let’s go through it from a C4R
point of view.

Create an empty revit file
Any Template or empty rvt file will do:
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Save the file locally

Save the file to the Cloud
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This first user now has a local file that he can work in.

Define Worksets and sync with central
-Define Worksets:
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-Sync with Central:
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Open the file locally
As the file has now been defined by the first user and has been shared on the cloud, all other
users can now open the cloud model, which will automatically create a local file they can use to
sync with the central file.

Everyone is now working on a local file, which is linked to the cloud-based central file. Users can
now claim workset and objects as they see fit.

Demo
Over the course of the demo, we’ll be exploring different scenario’s in which we’ll take on the roles
of different personas that need to cooperate.
During each scenario, we’ll explain the benefits of using C4R/BIM 360 Team.

Scenario 1: Change Management

User 1 (master laptop)

User 2 (VMWare)

Browse BIM 360 Team Project
Navigate file “walls.rvt”
3D Compare
Create Remark
As explained above, BIM 360 Team is ideal to manage project-based design information.
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Using the LMV, we can navigate around a 3D model. Select a specific view or sheet, look at
element properties, section and explode the model, etc.
One of the key benefits is to understand design changes between versions. By using 3D compare,
we can find added, deleted and modified elements between two design iterations. These are color
coded so we can clearly see what has been changed on the object.
Furthermore, we can decide to hide/show these specific modifications and when it comes to
modified elements, we can filter by discipline (architectural/structural/electrical/piping/HVAC) and
by change type (transformation/shape/metadata).
As a result, once we have a clear understanding of the design, markups can be made on a specific
version of the model to communicate with the design team.

Scenario 2: Two Architects

User 1 (master laptop)

User 2 (VMWare)

Open “walls demo step3.rvt”
Open “walls demo step3.rvt”
Show workset dialog box
Claim workset ‘Walls’
Use communicator
Use communicator
Worksharing display “Owner”
Worksharing display “Owner”
Claim Wall
Show notification
Grant access
Worksharing display “Model Updates”
Show notification
Change wall height
Communicator with screenshot
Show communicator
Sync with central/Show communicator
Show communicator/Show ‘Update’ display
Communication between designers is esential, more so when designers are geographically
dispersed. Using C4R, they can use the worksharing workflows they’ve used in the past: utilizing
worksets, they can claim and relinquish objects, use the worksharing display settings to
understand who owns objects, what objects will be changed after a ‘reload latest’ and get
immediate notification from the system when someone wants to work on objects another user has
claimed.
Moreover, they can interact with each other using communicator, sending text, files and
screenshots across. Communicator will also show when someone is sync’ing with the central file,
so they understand when it is time to download the latest changes from the rest of the team.
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Scenario 3: Architect + Engineer

User 1 (master laptop)

User 2 (VMWare)

Open “walls demo step3.rvt”
Open “pipe.rvt”
Link “pipe.rvt” & “cabletray.rvt”
Modify pipe length
Sync with central
Reload link
Sync with central
Publish Walls
This simple workflow shows how disciplines can interact with one another. Either they can use
worksets within one file (similar to ‘scenario 1’), or, which is more commonly used and showcased
here, link the other disciplines’ files into their own design.
One crucial aspect in this workflow, is that the designers must have total control over what should
be visible in the webinterface (the BIM 360 Team Project): maybe some of the linked files should
be invisible, or only parts of the design have been approved.
By setting up views and specifying the sheets that need to be published, the designers can define
what reviewers on the BIM 360 project can see and comment on.
In other words: the concept of C4R uses two files stored on the cloud: one that is only visible to
the revit (C4R) stakeholders and one that is visible on BIM 360 Team, which is derived from and
controlled through the designers’ ‘invisible’ file.
To define what needs to be published on the cloud, we’re using a concept, similar to ‘Print Sets’.
These can be setup through the ‘Publish Settings’ command.
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Once defined, the designer can then go into the ‘Manage Cloud Models’ dialog box and check
which files need to be updated on BIM 360 Team. After publishing, this file will hold all sheets and
views as specified by the designer.
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This is a huge timesaver, compared to a traditional workflow in which companies will spend a
considerable amount of time, creating PDF’s out of Revit. This is a very tedious and repetitive
task: every time we’re sharing information with external parties, we need to check which sheets
have been added and modified, compared to the previous time and then create the PDF’s.
By using C4R, we can publish the required sheets in read-only mode (as a viewer can only consult
information) on BIM 360 Team. When the file changes we can add more sheets to the publish
set. This process can even be automated, using a ‘Published’ flag within Revit (see below,
scenario 6).
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Scenario 4: Live review

User 1 (master laptop)

User 2 (VMWare)

Start Live Review session
Post URL in discussion
Open URL
We’ve already discussed many ways in which design teams can communicate on a building
project, using BIM 360 Team and C4R. In this scenario, we show a way in which multiple personas
can discuss on the same model: Live Review.
Essentially, everyone browses to the same URL, which exposes the LMV in collaborative mode:
everyone shares the same model representation and selects the same objects.
This is ideal to discuss required design changes through a common and shared BIM model.

Scenario 5: Dynamo I

User 1 (master laptop)

User 2 (VMWare)

Open “walls demo step3.rvt”
Run dynamo script ‘VoidFromLinkedFile’
Show voids, show schedule, show
comments
Add comment “Approved”
Sync with central, publish
Search “Approved”
Show Compare

Scenario 6: Dynamo II

User 1 (master laptop)

User 2 (VMWare)

Create 2 sheets
Show publish dialog box rvt
Show Sheet List
Explain sheet list config (control)
Run dynamo script “CDM sheetset Team”
These last two scenarios show that any existing functionality we’ve been accustomed to, can be
fitted into a C4R based worklow. In our case, we’re showing two dynamo scripts:
-The first script checks for clashes between a parent file and it’s links. If it finds them, it
will add a void rectangular or void cylindrical generic family at the location of the clash.
As the family holds parameters, we use eg. the comment field to record the status of the
clash (“approved”, ...). If we then publish this file to BIM 360 Team we can search for
specific clashes, compare two versions, do a live review, etc.
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-The second script shows how we can use dynamo to automate the process of defining
the sheetset to be published, according to a parameter defined on the sheet. This
parameter also triggers (default) functionality to show or hide the sheet in the sheet list.
The combination of an up-to-date sheet list, including a timestamp and approver, along
with the accompanying publish set, helps us in communicating the correct sheets with
the correct, approved, content on BIM 360 Team.

Conclusion
AEC projects are inherently complex (mulitple companies, different setup per project, different IT
stacks, etc). The cloud can be a huge benefit to stimulate collaborative efforts between these
different stakeholders. When coupled with solutions like Autodesk Collaboration for Revit, a cloud
service that works with Revit to enable multi-user coauthoring of BIM, design teams are able to
simultaneously co-author models regardless of physical location. Design teams are freed from
the requirement to physically co-locate or share a server. This is a major time and money saver
since feedback is shared in real-time, and teams are able to resolve issues together quickly within
the model, a process that may have previously taken weeks.
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